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1,600 satellites initially  
42,000 planned

SpaceX Starlink
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3,200 planned in 3 phases  

Amazon Kuiper

 OneWeb, Telesat, LinkSure, Astrome, Hongyan, … 
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• Scale:  10s → 10,000s 

• Goals:  niches → global broadband 

• Dynamics:  GEO → LEO

Isn’t satellite networking old?
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🛰
Enabling technologies

🛰

🛰 10-20G / up to 8000 km 
Tens of seconds for link setup



Global low-latency Internet coverage



… pick satellite trajectories to serve target areas? 

… interconnect satellites? 

… route efficiently within a constellation? 

… integrate such networks into Internet routing?  

… do efficient congestion control on such networks? 

… design applications that run on top?

How do we …

Transport

Apps

Topology

Routing
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Bread and butter networking questions …

… except your routers are zooming  
about in space at ~27,000 km/hour
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Brief primer on satellite constellations



1. Altitude 🛰

🛰
LEO 
550 km 
3.7 ms RTT

GEO 
35,768 km 

238.4 ms RTT
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Polar orbits

2. Inclination
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Polar orbits

2. Inclination

Inclined orbits

53°90°
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3. Connectivity
+Grid  
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4. Latency
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 500 km / min

Recife, Brazil

Dakar, Senegal5. System dynamics
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… pick satellite trajectories to serve target areas? 

… interconnect satellites? 

… route efficiently within a constellation? 

… integrate such networks into Internet routing?  

… do efficient congestion control on such networks? 

… design applications that run on top?

How do we …
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… pick satellite trajectories to serve target areas? 

… interconnect satellites? 

… route efficiently within a constellation? 

… integrate such networks into Internet routing?  

… do efficient congestion control on such networks? 

… design applications that run on top?

How do we …

Topology
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How do we interconnect satellites?

CoNEXT 2019, IRTF Applied Networking Research Prize 2020
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• Given satellite trajectories 

• Ground-satellite connectivity is range-bounded 

• +Grid is the baseline

Assumptions
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+Grid
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Design space beyond +Grid
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For 1000 cities, would take ~1029 days 

Why not use Integer programming?



No prior work tackles dynamics
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Our approach
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What do we optimize for?
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Metrics

LSat

LGeodesic

Stretch = 
LSat

LGeodesic

Hop count
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City 1

City 3

City 2 Traffic ∝ Population product

Traffic matrix

GDP
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Starlink

Kuiper

402

Performance improvements

45%
48%

54%
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… pick satellite trajectories to serve target areas? 

… interconnect satellites? 

… route efficiently within a constellation? 

… integrate such networks into Internet routing?  

… do efficient congestion control on such networks? 

… design applications that run on top?

How do we …
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IMC 2020, Best Paper Award

Exploring the “Internet from space” with H������
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ETH Zürich

ABSTRACT
SpaceX, Amazon, and others plan to put thousands of satellites
in low Earth orbit to provide global low-latency broadband Inter-
net. SpaceX’s plans have matured quickly, such that their under-
deployment satellite constellation is already the largest in history,
and may start o�ering service in 2020.

The proposed constellations hold great promise, but also present
new challenges for networking. To enable research in this exciting
space, we present H������, a framework for simulating and visual-
izing the network behavior of these constellations by incorporating
their unique characteristics, such as high-velocity orbital motion.

Using publicly available design details for the upcoming net-
works to drive our simulator, we characterize the expected behavior
of these networks, including latency and link utilization �uctuations
over time, and the implications of these variations for congestion
control and routing.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Networks ! Network simulations; Network performance
analysis; Network dynamics; Topology analysis and generation;
Packet-switching networks.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The Internet is potentially taking “one giant leap” into space, with
plans afoot for large satellite constellations to blanket the globewith
low-latency broadband Internet. Numerous competitors have dis-
closed e�orts along these lines, including SpaceX [70], Amazon [8],
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and Telesat [74].With 400+ satellites already in orbit, and an increas-
ing launch cadence, SpaceX’s Starlink constellation is promising
limited availability of its Internet service already in 2020 [23]. It is
thus unsurprising that these ambitious plans for an “Internet from
space” have captured the public imagination [10, 28, 55, 62, 75].

While the use of satellites for Internet connectivity is as old
as the Internet itself1, the under-construction constellations di�er
fundamentally from past e�orts. The distinctions are rooted in
the recent improvements in enabling technologies, as well as the
goals, but manifest themselves deeply in the design. Unlike existing
satellite networks [35–37], the new ones are targeting not only
traditional niches such as shipping, satellite telephony, and limited
connectivity for rural areas, but also mass market broadband that
not only addresses these global coverage issues, but also competes
with current terrestrial networks in many markets.

The �rst design manifestation of this goal is scale: to provision
enough access bandwidth for their larger target user population,
the new systems need many more satellites than past ones. Starlink,
with its hundreds of satellites, is already the largest ever satellite
�eet in space history, but eventually, the largest planned constel-
lations will each comprise thousands of satellites [8, 70]. This has
only become possible due to favorable trends in space technology,
primarily, satellite miniaturization, and reduced launch costs.

The goal of competing outside traditional niches has another
important design consequence: operation in low Earth orbit (LEO),
at most 2,000 km above Earth’s surface. This is essential for latencies
to be comparable to terrestrial networks instead of the hundreds of
milliseconds that geostationary orbits (GEO) incur. LEO operation,
in turn, further reinforces the need for large scale: from GEO, each
satellite is visible to a large terrestrial area, but bringing satellites
closer to the Earth necessarily reduces each satellite’s coverage.

Large LEO constellations promise global coverage at low-latency
and high-bandwidth. However, realizing the full potential of these
networks requires addressing new research challenges posed by
their unique dynamics. In such constellations, each satellite orbits
the Earth every ⇠100 minutes, traveling at ⇠27,000 kmph. This
high-velocity movement of satellites creates not only high churn in
the ground to satellite links, but also �uctuations in the structure
of end-end paths as the satellites comprising the paths move.

At HotNets 2018, three position papers [5, 29, 44] highlighted
some of the networking challenges that could potentially arise in
LEO networks, e.g., in end-end congestion control [5] and intra-
constellation routing [29]. However, progress in precisely �esh-
ing out these challenges and addressing them faces a substantial
roadblock: lack of network analysis tools that incorporate the dy-
namic behavior of LEO networks. This creates a substantial risk
1An early satellite network, SATNET, formed an initial segment of the Internet, and in
fact, provided the key motivation for Cerf-Kahn’s work on the foundational Internet
Protocol: interconnecting networks as di�erent as ARPANET, PRNET, and SATNET to
each other [1].

A simulation and visualization  
tool for satellite networks

Hypatia
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Satellite trajectories

Network topology

Ground stations

Traffic flows
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Experiment setup

First shell of Kuiper
• 630 km height
• 34 orbits, each with 34 satellites
• 51.9° inclination

Connectivity is +Grid, routing is shortest path

Ground stations in top-100 most populous cities

All links are 10 Mbps 
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This is without any other traffic in the network
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RTT variation and congestion control

RTT changes can hamper delay-based CC

Loss-based CC is also problematic

• Typically, able to maintain high rate

• But unlucky short flows can suffer

• Also suffers the known issue of increased latency
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Further work needed on CC, 

especially, analysis of more recent delay-based protocols



Path structure change has network-wide impact
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Few link changes per city-pair per minute

But large number of changes network-wide

An uncongested link can suddenly see added traffic
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Path structure change has network-wide impact
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Few link changes per city-pair per minute

But large number of changes network-wide

An uncongested link can suddenly see added traffic

Challenge for transport:  fast convergence

Challenge for TE:  planning across time
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Wide open space for research
In-orbit Computing: an Outlandish Thought Experiment? HotNets ’20

Debopam Bhattacherjee*, Simon Kassing*, Melissa Licciardello, Ankit Singla

"Internet from Space" without Inter-Satellite Links? HotNets ’20
Yannick Hauri, Debopam Bhattacherjee, Manuel Grossmann, Ankit Singla

Internet Backbones in Space, SIGCOMM CCR '20
Giacomo Giuliari, Tobias Klenze, Markus Legner, David Basin, Adrian Perrig, Ankit Singla

Gearing up for the 21st Century Space Race, HotNets ’18
Debopam Bhattacherjee, Waqar Aqeel, Ilker Nadi Bozkurt, Anthony Aguirre, 
Balakrishnan Chandrasekaran, P. Brighten Godfrey, Gregory Laughlin, Bruce Maggs, Ankit Singla
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SatNetLab: a platform for experimentation

Start with university sites with SpaceX equipment

one-time cost — CHF 500 dish + installation

operational yearly cost — CHF 1500

With a nucleus, likely to get Starlink users involved

Facilitate measurements, test congestion control

App performance under loss and delay variation

Inspired by PlanetLab

If we build it, would you come? :)



Questions?
asingla@ethz.ch

mailto:asingla@ethz.ch

